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Pre-paid tuition set
to start next year
by Carol Rumsey
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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GUTTER WORK
Bill McClarren and Albert Clark repair the gutter on the gazebo between the Library and the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building.

•

Confusion surrounds BSU
by Samantha J. Griffin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Black Student Union has asked that the
group's budget for the 1987-88 year be vetoed,
until confusion over whether one of the group's
officers had the right to suspend the BSU's
advisor.
In a July 1 memo written by Robert L. Belle,
advisor to the BSU, Belle asked that the existing rules and regulations governing BSU be
temporarily suspended until the new election of
officers in the early part of the fall semester.
He wrote, "Currently, the perception of the
future of the BSU is very negative. Its purpose
is not clear in the minds of students and its
current operation is questionable and its future
as a viable organization is uncertain."
Five days later, BSU's student director of administration, Roszette Smith, suspended Belle
as informal adviser to the BSU for "significant
breach of trust."
She told Bell that his role as adviser was
"hereby suspended until a letter ofretraction is
received by all addresses."
On July 14, BSU member Carl J. Isaac

WOODWORK

"Currently, the perception of
the future of the BSU is very
negative. Its purpose is not
clear in the minds of students
and its current operation is
questionable and its future as a
viable organization is uncertain."
-Robert L. Belle,

·
Bsu 0 dVISOf

-pr_e_s-en_t_e_d_a_ll_e-ga-t-io_n_s_o_f_m_i_sr_e_p-re_s_e_n_ta_ti-.o_n_an_d
constitutional violations against Smith.
He.saidhehadnoproofthatSmith was truly
pro tern of the BSU Senate. He added that he
didn't believe Smith had the authority to appoint and confirm a BSU director and assistant
director. ·
In response to these charges, recommendations made by Belle will be undertaken.
A review board will assess the allegations
against Smith and a "pragmatic, justifiable
budget" will be submitted by the BSU.

Roland Dub6/Central Florido Kitue

Keenan Wimbley prepares a plywood reinforcement for a dormitory bed.

A program which sets up a
savings program to assist parents with the rising cost of college tuition received legislative approval in June and
should begin next year.
The program, known as the
Florida Prepaid Post-Secondary Education Expense Pro. gram, was sponsored by UCF
alumnus Rep. Richard Crotty,
and should go into effect
- within six months to one year.
The cost of tuition is frozen
for investors once they decide
to participate, said Crotty. For
example, an investor beginning the program in the fall of
1989, with theintentofattending a Florida university in the
fall of 1993, will pay 1989 tuition prices.
Crotty said the price freezes
will also apply to dormitory
costs. He explained, "The program does not guarantee a
room will be available; if however, one is, the rate will be the
same as the investor previously contracted for."
However, Crotty said, price
freezes will apply only to tuition and dormitory cost.
Health and athletic fees set by
individual universities will
not to be inch~ded in the program.
The savings program will
apply to both two- and fouryear institutions, said Herbert
Conley, director of the division
of treasury. Also, he said, a
provision exists to provide for

independent or private colleges and universities.
Conley said, "The program
guarantees, that when a child
isreadyforcollegeandhasmet
all requirements for acceptance, that the state will make
up any financial difference
between what has actually
been saved and the real cost of
tuition."
Dr. Daniel Holsenbeck, director of university relations
at UCF, called such a situation
highly unlikely. The state will
invest money from the program as soon as some comes in,
he explained. The return rate
on the investments should
exceed rises in tution.
Holsenbeck also said if a
family moves out of the state
and receives residency in that
state, the child may return to
attend a Florida university
and not be subject to out-ofstate tuition prices. Tuition
savings are also transferable
from one family member to
another.
Michigan was the first state
to initiate a college savings
program. The Florida Student
Association learned of the program and brought the concept
to Crotty.
Crotty and others concerned with the program are
awaiting an Internal Revenue
Service ruling regarding
whether or not money invested
in the program will be tax
exempt.
Crotty said, "Even if we fail
to receive tax-exempt status,
SEE TUITION PAGE ?
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BOOK EXCHANGE

..

Brought to you by ALPHA PHI OMEGA SERVICE FRATERNITY and
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

How Does the Darn Thing Work?
mi:-~

lllJ.-..:B'

The Bookstore buys used books at
50 percent of their new price and
sells them back to students at 75
percent of their new price. Not a
veiy fair deal, wouldn't you say?

~ At the Book Exchange, you can
lllLB3' sell a used book for 62.5 percent of
its new price, thereby making more
money than the Bookstore will give
you.
~

~

d

Because we don't tack on any
profit, the books we sell are
cheaper than the Bookstore's

Whadda bargain!

WHERE: Student Center Room 215
WHEN: July 27-31, August 24-28
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•

Discount Movie Tickets
$3.00 at t·h e Kiosk
General Cinema
*Altamonte Mall
*Colonial Promenade
*Fashion Square
*Parkwood Plaza
*Seminole Plaza

.
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He'll raise you GPA, guaranteed
by Tracey Shaddock
CE' JTRAL ' LOP DA FUTURE

...
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Imagine yourself graduating from UCF with
honors. Does that seem unrealistic? It isn't
entirely impossible with Don Eaker's study
structure program.
Eaker, who works at the Counseling and
Testing Center, has perfected study programs
over the past five years at UCF to help students
improve their grades. The results are contained
in "HowTo Graduate With Honors," a workbook
written by Eaker in which he describes his
unique approach.
The key to good grades, said Eaker, is to "set
a course and follow it." What that means is a
healthy helping of determination, mixed with
common sense and an ability to monitor personal progress .
"There are times to study and times to relax,"
he continued. "Many students only concentrate
on the latter. They are the ones who often find
themselves on probation and facing the prospect of flunking out."

Eaker's study structure is used by students
as a tool to boost their grade point averages.
Students list their classes in order of difficulty
and determine how much time they need to
spend studying for each class every day to
achieve their goals. They meet with their professors at midterm to check their progress in
each class. The study structure allows for weekends without books. If the students, however,
miss an hour or two of studying during the
week, it can be made up on Sunday.
One of Eaker's success stories is Angie
McKenna, a senior who has used the study
structure program since she was a freshman. "I
didn't do real well my first semester at UCF so
I started using the study structure," she said.
"Since then, I have kept my grade point average
above a 3.0."
For students who are on academic probation,
the Counseling and Testing Center is offering a
Probationary Evaluation Program (PEP). PEP
is designed to see how students on the study
structure are progressing. It also involves peri-

SEE EAKER PAGE 4
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MIGHTY CHEERY
Some participants in the recent cheerleading camp held at
UCF gather in the SCA for alittle showing off.

GOP hopefuls will
·visit Orlando Nov. 13
•.

SOCCER SITTER
UCF soccer player Shawn Sprung talks to young athletes at a recent soccer camp

Boosters welcome first woman chief
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"Nice guys finish last," legendary baseball
manager Leo Durocher once warned.
Mary Scott turns Durocher's observation on
its head in more ways than one. Scott was a
memberofUCF'sfirstgraduatingclassin 1970;
now she's the first woman president of the
Knights' Boosters, the fundraising arm of the
UCF Athletic Department.
Scott, elected president on July 15 by the
male-dominated booster club membership, will
direct the activities of alumni and community
boosters in implementing an athletic budget
that supports 14 women's and men's intercollegiate teams. According to Athletic Department

N

personnel, Scott may be the first woman anywhere in the country to head an athletic booster
organization at a co-ed university.
A major function ofthe Knights Boosters is in
the scholarship arena, where efforts are directed to attract the best high school studentathletes possible.
Scott is no stranger to responsibility. Currently the executive vice president of Medical
Marketing, Inc., of Winter Park, she has
chaired the board of campus radio station
WUCF-FM, served as a member of the executive committee of the Alumni Council, and is a
current member of the Alumni Trust steering
committee.
In accepting the mantle of president of the

SEE SCOTT PAGE 4
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•FREE TUTORING
The Student Academic Reource Center is open year
round from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
ond
through Friday to
a ist students with academic
problems. Free individualized
tutorial help is offered to students on a variety of subjects.
The cent r i also v ilable to
tudent for quiet study during r gul r hour . For further
infonnntion call 2 1-5130.

•

pate in the convention, Austin
said.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The highlight of the convention will be the straw ballot
The Republican Party of sponsored by the state party.
Florida is hosting a two-day
"This will be an important
convention to highlight candi- indicator as to how the candidates seeking the Republican dates are doing in the South.
presidential nomination and One just has to remember in
will conduct a straw ballot to 1979 how George Bush was
determine the delegates' num- helped in Florida and how
John Conna1ly's campaign
ber one choice.
Presidency II will be held on came to an end to understand
Nov.13and14 at the Peabody the full importance of the conHotel. Nearly 2,500 delegates vention," Austin said.
As in the 1979 Presidency I
are expected to attend, as well
as the candidates seeking the convention, the straw ballot
will be non-binding.
GOP nomination.
"Florida has proven itself to
Convention Chairman Mrybe a major player in national anne Morse said the delegate
politics, and in essence, is a selection process is designed to
make-it or break-it state for involve as many new and longRepublican presidential can- time Republicans as possible,
didates," said Jean Austin, as well as spotlight the party's
chairman of the Republican elected officials and major
donors.
Party of Florida.
Those candidates invited to
Delegates will be selected
Presidency II include: Rep. on the county level by 70 perJack Kemp, former Delaware cent/30 percent formula. The
Gov. Pete du Pont, Alexander formula works in the following
Haig, Vice President George manner: 70 percent of the deleBush, Sen. Robert Dole, the gates are selected by lot, while
Rev. Pat Robertson, and for- the remaining 30 percent are
selected by a select sevenmer Sen. Paul Laxalt.
As other Republicans an- member committee comprised
nounce their candidacies, they
will also be invited to particiSEE GOP PAGE 4

Staff Report
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·SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS
The UCF Department of
Communicative Disorders
encourages students to consider a career as a speech pathologist. The Florida Department of Education reports 200
unfilled positions in the state's
public schools.
Also, positions exist in the
health care and private practice sectors of the speech pathology profession. Now is the

time to consider getting in on a
growing health care profession. For more information call
275-2121.

•TOP FRATERNITY MAN
Christopher N ~ - ie of
Orlando has been sel ;ted as
an Outstanding Fir~ Year
Volunteer Alumnus of Kappa
Sigma Fraternity for his service as alumnus c..dvisor to the
Lambda Epsil
chapter

tional gathering of Republicans this year.
An estimated 3,000 delegates, alternates, and guests
from the across the country
will hear all the 1988 Republi• ~EPUBLICAN GATHERING
The National Federation of can presidential candidates,
Republican Women wil1 hold as well as speakers from the
its 24th Biennial Convention administration, Congress and
September 18-20, in Orlando. the Republican Party at two
general sessions. For more
1 This will be the largestconvention of women political party information call 1-800-424activists and the largest na- 9342..
KE_ppa Sigma at UCF. Namie
was honored with the award
out of a possible 600 Kappa
Sigma alumni officers.
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FROM PAGE 1

the program is still an excellent vehicle for saving." He
added that unlike Michigan,
the program's start-up date
will not be delayed barring
receipt of the ruling. "We are
set to begin with or without,"
he said.
Next on the agenda is selection of a seven member

commission to determine rules
and regulations for the program.
Conley said the commission, which will have authority
and funds to hire outside consultants, should be formed by
the end of 1987. Commission
members are to include the
state treasurer, state comptroller, executive director of
community colleges and three
members to be appointed by
the governor and subject to
senate confirmation.

I

11 A.M.

- 11

P.M. Daily

Served With:

0 Choice of Potato
0 Tossed Green Salad
0............................................................................
Toasted Garlic Roll
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Dessert
of .the Dny

$4.99
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Kick back this summer
•

-

- p---------

--- ~--- - :-:-

•

with a Signature Loan from
UCF Federal Credit Union.
That's right, go for it! Take a vacation; buy yourself
a car: or anything you want with our Signature Loan
of up to $7500.00. See us today about this and
other loans. Just give us a call at 275-2853.
We'll be glad to help!

•
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Eaker promises he can get
students off probation, "if they
s ·ck to it." He cited as an exFROM PAGE3
ample a student who came to
him with a 1.66 GPA In one
odic workshops on study hab- semester, the GPA rose to
its and test t.alcing skills. The 2.78.
students that Eaker hopes to
Robert Harman, director of
evaluate in PEP will be exhe Counseling and Testing
pected to abide by the rules of Center, observed that, "stustudy structure. Every stu- dents not on academic probadent in the program will be a tion use the study structure
volunteer. Faculty will be in- the most." He emphasized,
formed of the student's partici- however, that Eaker's study
pation in order to assist with structure is for all students
providing the necessary back- who are willing to work toward
up information for Eaker.
making good grades.

EAKER

GRAND
OPENING

GOP
FROM PAGE 3

•

White • 20# Bond BY2x11 • loose sheets
•

of local party leadership.
Each county will have a
base of three delegates plus
one delegate per 1,000 registered Republican voters, according to the state-wide registration figures of February 28,

Your new printer has arrived!
klnko's - a nationwide network of electronic
printshops will handle all your duplicating needs.
You'll get great looking flyers, newsletters, brochures,
reports, manuals and much more at prices and
speeds that will astound you!

SCOTT
FROM PAGE 3

Knights boosters, Scoot expressed her delight.
"I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to serve the Athletic Department and work
with [athletic director and
head football coach] Gene
McDowell .. .It will
ve me

A NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF ELECTRONIC PRINTSHOPS.

12223 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(305) 658-9518
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another chance to return to my
alma mater some of what I've
been so fortunate to receive
from it."
Scott said that while
booster efforts will be directed
to those individuals and businesses already supporting
UCF and the athletic program,
she expects to "create and
develop associations with all of
the new faces entering Central
Florida."

As a Peace Corps volunteer, you could help people in developing
countries obtain the skills they need to grow their own food.
The Peace Corps trains volunteers with agriculture degrees
or experience. Call toll-free 800-424-8580. And put your
experience to work where it can do a ~orld of good .

Coples· Reductions· Enlargements· Passport Photos· Binding· And much morel
•

1987. Alternate delegates will
also be selected by lot.
In addition, the National
Committeeman, National
Committeewoman, Governor,
Lt. Governor, the seven Florida Republican Congressman,
all Republican State Legislators, and Republican Florida
Victory Committee members
will be automatic delegates.

,., ....., ,.•.,•,•••

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
• Full-Size Washer & Dryer • Paddle Fan
• Refrigerator
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
•Dishwasher
•Owner's Title Policy

Within walking distance from UCF
Affordable prices start i~ the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms w·th two full baths.
CALL: 275-9100

• 3 points of the mortgage amount
towards closing costs
• 10-Year "Home Buyers
Warranty''
•Financing Available
UNIVERSITY BOULEVARDE

SHERWOOD
LOKANATOSA TRAIL

FOREST

HWY50

Someone should be
upset about higher
parking fines, right?

1'\e\t \{a~? \AA\ Ka~~~O\t> At> A\

\~\O Cr \\Re\UR)t Or \tt~ ~\-~ RAP\~\;,,

Today's question: Are UCF students really apathetic?
The answer, apparently, is yes.
Last week the editorial in this space spoke of a
raise in the price of parking ticket fines. It was
mentioned that the price will probably be going from
$3 to $5.
While that in itself may not be reason for widespread campus rebellion, we did also mention that
the officials who are supporting the fee raise could
give no good reason for doing so.
Their justifications were quite weak, in fact. Try:
We have to bring UCF's fines into line with other
universities. Or: The fines haven't been raised in
quite a while, this is inevitable.
Did the department need more money? No, things
are running fine, they said.
Seems pretty shaky, doesn't it?
That's what we thought.
We figured, give students wind of this one and
they'll be ready to go to war.
So we did. We even gave you three sources to
contact if you wanted to complain about the fee hike:
the newspaper, Student Body President Roy Reid
and University President Trevor Colbourn.
Then we waited ... and waited ... and waited. And
nothing happened.
So now we have a question for you. Why is it that
even when students are obviously being treated
unfairly no one ever complains about it?
We have our guesses here, of course. Maybe this
time it had something to do with the low summer
attendance. Or maybe you all are really rich enough
not to have to worry about a rise in ticket prices. Or
possibly nobody thinks complaining will do any good.
We really are curious what the answer is. And hey,
to make things really easy on you, don't even bother
to write us a letter.

All you have to do is give us a call. Our phone
number is 275-2865. Seriously, there must be areason behind this silence.
So for once, make yourself heard. You are guaranteed that nothing will ever happen if you don't.

• WE'RE GROWING

Editor,
As I walked toward the Computer Center recently, I noted a
young couple coming in from the
parking lot. The guy asked me
where the UniversityTheaterwas.
I pointed to the loading ramp at the
back of the theater and he looked
confused. I asked him what movie
they were showing tonight. I was
impressed that Student Government was still showing movies
despite poor attendance in the
past. He said they couldn't decide
between the Untouchables or Beverly Hills Cop II. Come to find out,
they were looking for the UC6.
Maybe we don't have our own theater at UCF yet, but at least we're
not as far out in the "boonies~ as we
used to be.
Lee Lacy
Computer Science

As we said last week, this university operates for • RUNAROUND
students, not in spite of them. The only catch is that
sometimes we have to remind the powers-that-be of Editor:
that.
You and Chris Richcreek asked
for letters this summer, so here's a
§f
letter.
. . .«~~he Central Florida Future
I am a "displaced homemaker"
and a senior, working on my first
P.O. Bo~ 25000, Orlando, FL 32816 (305) Z75-2601 or 275-2865
bachelor's degree here at UCF. ·
Editor in Chief
This is my third semester, and I've
Donald Wittekind
learned a lot. Perhaps the biggest
Managing Editor
Chris Richcreek lesson I've learned is that there are
Copy Editor
Tim Ball two types of education one gets
News Editor
Kathy Johnson here. There's the academic, which
Features Editor
Cindy Cowen is what most people think of when
Sports Editor
Chad Salinas they speak of college: books and
Photo Editor
Roland Dube lectures, homework, term papers
Art Director
Leslie Jorgensen and tests. Equally important, and
at least as time-consuming is the
Business Manager
aul Stephenson administrative side of education.
This is the part where you go to
Advertising Manager
Jan Hemp
Production Manager
Lynne Goodwin OASIS (Office of Academic SupAd ProducHon Manager
Jim Donato port & Information Services) when
Publlshlng Systems Coordlnator
Brad Graziadlo they haven't given you credit for all
Classified Ad Manager
i eMcColl' er the courses you should have credit
Subscriptions Manager
Davtd Peet for, and they send you to the
registrar's office (in the rain, of
course), and they send you to Dr.
Micare , ''s office, which in turn
tells you that you need to t.alk to

OASIS, etc. It's learning that some
of the employees here seem to view
the student as "the enemy" rather
than as "the customer", which we
ultimately are. It's learning that
administration made a computer
error so that there are 104 other
students in your summer class, a
required course which is only offered in one section per semester,
anyway. And the teaeher is upset
and tells you that, because of the
class size, he won't return your
tests or papers, though you still
must turn them in, and he really
hopes you'll drop the course and
take it in the fall. And they send
you to "Jockville" on the other side
of campus for a room large enough
to ·accommodate your over-large
class. Then, you get there and find
that the custodians of your new
environment, the Wayne Densch
Sports Center, resent your presence, so they lock the door giving
access to a restroom just a few
steps away and send you to the
next building. The nearby
restroom has three stalls, the one
in the next building is a single,
with a waiting line in the hall.
When you ask why this is so, you
are told that "we don't want 150
[sic] students traipsing through
the hallways over here" while
they're trying to provide a tranquil
atmosphere in which to carry on
their recruitment of athletes. We
were also not supposed to access
the athlete's lounge, which contained a soft drink machine and
water fountain, as well as a large,
quiet, well-lit area to study between classes, even though it was
only on the other side of the doors
from the classroom.
It's trying, on your own, to coordinate the different departments
so that your financial aid comes
through like it's supposed to. It's
getting a late registration date for
the third semester in a row because your records were not corrected as promised eight months
ago. It's being given wrong advice
by well-meaning counselors_
It's also those rare jewels of
employees who take the time to

explain to you how the system
works, and how you can work with
it most smoothly. It's the ones who
say, "I'll take care of it," and then
do. It's the joy of getting an updated, corrected form in the mail
that shows you're now being given
proper credit for the classes and
requirements you have fulfilled.
It's the hardest part of the education, by far, this administrative
side, but it is also the most appropriate preparation for life in the
"real world" (as if college was a
fake world!), the corporate and
bureaucratic environment most
of us will graduate and enter_ But,
it does get tiring on these long, hot
summer days.

,.

Carol M. Lockett
Film

• UCF'S FINEST?

Editor:
On Sunday night I had the
dubious honor of meeting one of
UC F's finest_ A young officer who
fairly reeked of"rookie" pulled me
over for a bad tail light. I thanked
him for informing me of this and
promised to get it fixed as soon as
possible. This was not enough for
our young future SWAT member
and he issued me a ticket. Somehow this rather routine process
involved the backup of another
officer and approximately 45
minutes to accomplish. Who are
these clowns? Where does UCF
get them, and most importantly,
why? God knows not a one ofthem
would get in the front door of a
real Police Department. While
these brave officers are out ambushing unwary motorists it
would appear that the students
themselves, through the SEPS
program, are the most visible
security on campus. There :is a
message in this that we and the
Administration should take care
of.
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THE 19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT
32nd Session

ARTS & SCIENCES
Karen Towles
Kim DeVogel
OPEN SEAT
Bob Truett
Todd Gillam
Rick Woodruff
OPEN SEAT
Scott Jenkins
Carla Klinger
Chris Broome
Kris Sargent

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE
BILLS:

19-65

Bulletin Board for Theatre Department: This bill allocates $300.00 to
erect a bulletin board for the Theatre Department (DeVogel/Carter, .Assigned
to OAF)

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS:

79-62 Funding for Black Student Union: This blll allocates $955.80 to cover

BUSINESS

operating expenses for BSU (Martinez, 12-Y, 1-N, 1-PR)

SENATE MEETINGS

79-64 Funding for Surf Club II: This blll allocates $980.00 to help send the Surf
Club to their national competition (DeVogeL 9-Y, 3-N, 2-PR)

students are Invited to attend all Senate meetings. and to express any
,ideas or problems that they feel the
Senate should work on. Senate meetings are held on Sundays at 5:00 In the
Cafeteria.

RESOLUTIONS:
19-37
Concerning repaving of Gemini and Centaurus Boulevards: This
resolution states the Senate's disapproval of the use of the Administrative road
Improvement monies. It suggests that the next time the Administration finds
itself with an extra $40.800 , It should do something more useful with the funds,
such as sending It to the Ollie North Legal Fund (to pave his driveway).
(OAF, 14-Y)

STUDENTS
If you have and comments. questions
or concerns about the Senate Report.
or any legislation. please contact JJ
Mandato at x2191 or In SC 155.

•• Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&O FUNDING
Dld you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 in Office SUpplles
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention it may be eligible for up to $300.00 to cover registration fees.
Either way. stop by the student Government Offices. SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or Travel Funds, Request Form.

SENATE COMMITTEES

OAF
C&O
LJR
SP

N~~-

Student Government Is funded
through the Activities and Service fee
as allocated by the student
Government of the University of
Central Florida.

review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Rnance Code and any legislation
requesting funding.
Thursdays O 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room
Travel Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Tuesdays O 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislatoin to change the Constttutlon. staMes or Rules and
Procedures.
Thursdays@ 6:00 p.m.ln the student Work Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with student Government
Services. as well as Local. state. and otional Issues which dlrectty relate to the students or UCF
Mondays 0 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Etecflons and Appointments: This committee reviews oil student Government Appointments. and makes recommenThursdays O 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
dations for changes tot he Election staMes.
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Marlo Ponce
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Bryan Martinez
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HEALTH
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L-Late

E-Excll$ed

AA meetings held weekly.
Contact Terri at the Health Resource
Center 281 -5841 or Kara at 281-5447.

Resp. M/F to share 4l:xj/2ba with pool,
Lake Conway area. Non-smoker. S250/
mth 1/3 utll. 855-7965 after 6.
Roommate for 2 l:xjm 1 112 bath S190 + l /
2 ut 277-9467 Beth. Eve Best time.
N/S Female seeks same to share new
townhouse near UCF. Private bath. 5275/
mo. 1/2 utilities coll 679-2158.
Roommate needed for l + months call
Tom at 281-1462 for information.
Roommate wanted for brand new two
story house 4 miles from UCF. Must be
clean, dependable and non-smoker. All
extra's; low deposit; great pricellll Call
Jon at 365-4077 after 5:00 p.m. available
Immediately! I
Female rm.- tum. bedrm .. laundry. fomlly
rm In executive Christian home. 5230.00
mth + privacy 679-8222.
N/S female roommate wanted to share
townhouse 3mi from UCF. Own room +
bath. S212.50/mo + 1/2 utilities. Call 2490595.
Non-smoker wanted to share large, 2 bed.
2 bath duplex In Oviedo, 6 ml from UCF.
Quiet area. 250/mo + l/2 call 365-1078
eves.
NS Female needed to share 2b2b apt at
Heather Glen by Aug 1. 230 plus 1/2 utilities. Call 282-7983 eves.

111e111111111r1i1
DUPLEX FOR RENT-Sherwood Forest- 2bd
2bath - fully equipped Ph 365-5882

$200.00 Seeurtty Deposn
No Application Fee
Pool l Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 M baths washer/
dryer hook-ups, mini-blinds
UCF/Martin Area
Student and Fomlly Sections
Sussex Place
281-6393

WHY PAY RENT
Build equity for your future while getting
your education . We have several
townhouses. 2 and 3 bedrooms. 2 baths.
community pool & spa. pubHc tennis
courts, basketball and more From $54 .900
to S58.900. Call ERA Southern Realty Enterprises 83.6-003 l . Ask for Dutch Elzer or Riva
Becerra. Realtor-Associates.

Duplex to rent 2 bdrm-2bthrm 2 yrs old.
washer/dryer. dishwasher. minl/verts thru
out. 5 mi to UCF $375 mo call Days 2900911after6 862-3188.

For Sale: Queen sized box spring & mattress with choice of 2 frames-SSO: Ski boots
size l 0 l /2 Nordica Cosmos-S30: Outdoor
rought Iron & wood lawn bench-S40: Call
657-4986.

Large 2 bdrm l bath adjacent to UCF
Washer/dryer. quiet. immed available
lease arrangements . $400/mo 830-9966
New 2 bedroom, 2 bath, all appliances,
fans. mini blinds. UCF/Martin area 3656815 Fox Hunt S525/month.
House for rent 3bed l bath 375.00/mth
located next to Pig Wig at 50 + Alafaya
287-2440 late eves or 644-6860 days.
Spacious 2 bdroom 2 bath condo for rent
orfor sale in Chancellors Row pool. tennis
courts and off street parking. 495 per
month call 851-9441 days 851-2628 eves &
wkends.
For rent .. Walk to UCF 3 bedroom 2 bath
duplex with garage. Furnished. exceptionally 'clean. kitchen fully equipped.
washer dryer In doors. occupy at end of
July. Only S575.00 month with first and last.
Call Charles Ball 260-0782.

Waterbed: Solid wood. semiwaveless,
shelves. mirror. heater new 389 asking 175
call Bill 657-6837.
FOX RUN-Near UCF. S57 ,915. One year
old. 2 bdrm. 2 bath. Large lot. FHA assumable, no qualifying. Owner will hold second. Quick closing. Call Emily. ERA Southern, 834-0031 or 365-9313.
UCF Area Brand New custom home on
nice lot 3br 2b lake access 61,000 also
Lakeview lot 14,500 644-8256 Bob.
Kingsize waterbed with headboard, mirror. drawers, semiwaveless, shelves, pods.
Call 282-7983.
Couch for sale S50. Excellent condition.
678-7907 evenings only.
Typewriter. Share 380 electronic with
computer Interfacing capability, 15 character display, 3-llne correctable memory.
Used twice; like new $499. Call 647-1354.

lltllil1illilll! llllll41!1111!
Graduating? Great! Put yourself In a new
or used car with 90-days deferred payments. To qualify dial 678-1717 and ask for
Billy Betterton.

Help earn 51000 weekly, stuffing envelopes at home. Start immediately write:
Hamilton Mailers, 547·1 Lake Howell Road,
Suite 128. Winter Park. Florida 32792

Great opporiu1ity for artis to desigl ~r
shirts and g ift items. Cal 305-422-9009.

Fast efficient typing. Good Rates! 2-miles
from campus. Call 657-3502
·

Waitress wonted: some lunches & e enings. Must be dependable call Beth J.R.
Jokes 677-4169.

Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 273-7591

Earn up to S5.000 next school year/ma~
aging o~compus marketing programs/
for top national companies . Flexible porttime hours. Must be Jr .. Sr., or grad student.
Ask for Gene or Dee at (800) 592-2121 .

Typing Term papers. reports low rates Call
Joyce 275-0311 - 648-3039
TYPING. Fast. accurate. reasonable.
Close to campus. Call Berny 282-.1168.
Professional Word Processing

Excellent income for home assembly
work. For info call 504-646-1701. Dept. P307.
Now accepting applications for port time
position driver check-In hours 4p.m. to
9a.m. SS per hour. If interested aU now
Plantation Sysco of Central Florida 305295-5471 ext 219.

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off l-.4
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
Typing Word Processing
Term papers S1.25 per page call after 3:00
p.m. 767-0589.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control information, pregnancy tests and counselling .
VD screening, low cost, confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
WIZARDS' ELECTRONICS
AND COMPUTER SERVICE
See us for all of your computer and elec-

•
Found: one pair of prescription reading
classes found near student health center
on 7 /27 claim at Kiosk.

~;~;;;;;¥; ; , ~::;~~;~~~~~~~
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work prepared on commercial word processors for
error free neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality not dot-matrix. Free
revisions. Same day and weekend service
available. Over 15.800 satisfied students
and 4 grouches. Call 671-3007
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Deliquent tax property. Repossessions.
call 1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants,
travel agents, mechanics, customer service. Listings. Salaries to S50K. Entry level
posltio~. Call l-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628.

All types of student documents. Someday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Pontiac Lemons 7 4 needs some work. still
has good features Jo 273-6436.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 657-0079

..

after 3 tones of pager 420-7185, 24-hr a
day.
First Introductory 1/2 hour Free*

*

•

llllil~l1Jlll1
Friend needed: straight single female
looking tor another straight female nonsmoker 30-45 to go places with. Maybe
we can help each other find Mr. Right. I
like the beach, movies, music. dancing.
I'm well-read and interested In politics,
literature. etc. If your friends seem to keep
getting married or moving away and
you'd like to make new ones. drop a line
to C. Rislan. Coed Dr. Box 4, Orlando. FL
32826. Maybe we can start a network.

r-------------------------------------------------------,
MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM
0
0
0
0
0
0

CLASSIFICATION
GREEK CORNER
D SERVICES
CLUB INFO
D TYPISTS
ROOMMATES
D LOST & FOUND
FOR RENT
D CAR POOL
FOR SALE
D TUTORS
HELP WANTED
0 PERSONALS

Insertion dates:

llll&1111

PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.

1

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to
The Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O.
Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by
the Central Florida Future Business office.
Prepayment is required. The deadline for
Wednesday's paper is 4:30 p.m. Friday. If you
have any questions or comments, please call
Mike at 275-2601.

Nrune and address:
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Private • Commercial • Biennial Flight Review
$40 Introductory Flight

Self-Paced Curriculum

Call 658-8274 for more information

I
I
I

IL

11490 E. COLONIAL DR.. UNION PARK
273-4640 •OPEN TUES-SAT 3pm -9pm

•Model
Composites

~

~

•

•Weddings
• Portraits

5 x 7 Portrait with this coupon

------------------LIMIT ONE PER CusTOMER

•

I
I
I

:

.J

Located In Cambridge Circle
(1 Mile South of UCF on Alafaya Trail)

FOR SALE BY OWNER
$48,900 with Assumable Mortgage, Low Interest
Phone: 281-6839
or Call Collect:(305) 452-1702

,

Features~,~~~~~~~~~1
Monkees surpassed
commercial birth
by Robert Oonold
CENTl<AL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Monkees will be appearing with Weird Al
Yankovic tomorrow night at
the Orange County Civic Center. For those who don't require that music be sophisticated or heroic, and who can
enjoy an unpretentious evening out, this is a concert not to
be missed. Monkee-business
can, however, be taken seriously.
The phenomenal return of
The Monkees (minus Mike
Nesmith) last year marked the
20th anniversary of their debut. This concert not only
marks twenty years since their
record-breaking accomplishments in the recording industry but also serves as an anniversary of sorts for the celebrated "Summer of Love '67."
It was September of 1966
when The Monkees released
their first single, "Last Train
to Clarksville," to coincide
with the premier of their TV
series. At the time, AM radio
was rock's primary medium.
The Rolling Stones toured
with Ike and Tina Turner and
the Yardbirds. The Beatles
released "Day Tripper," "Yellow Submarine" and performed at Candlestick Park in
San Francisco. Dr, Timothy
Leary preached psychological
enlightenment through the
use of LSD. The Beach Boys
took a trip on "Good Vibrations" while The Who sang
about "My Generation." Major
hit singles, now regarded as
classics in the rock mode, were
added to the pop charts at a
rate of five per week. Aside

II

from Vietnam, little could
compare with the impact
about to be made by The Monkees on the youth of middleclass suburbia.
Due to the successful films
A Hard Day's Night and Help,
which showcased The Beatles
and generated record sales,
Screen Gem executive Don
Kirshner retaliated against
the British Invasion by creating The Monkees and a television series to promote them.
Over 400 actors and musicians
answered Kirshner's advertisement which offered "running parts for 4 insane boys,
ages 1 7-21." Among those who
tried out for the parts were:
Charles Manson (the mass
murderer who thought The
Beatles were sending him
messages through their music), The Loving Spoonful
(whose later hits included the
anthem "Summer in the City,"
which later rivalled The Monkees for positions on the pop
charts), and Stephen Stills
(who was rejected for having
crooked teeth, but whose
friend Peter Tork got the job).
The four finalists, Micky Dolenz, Davy Jones, Nesmith and
Tork were augmented by the
finest writers and studio musicians available, including Neil
Diamond, Neil Sedaka, Carole
King, Timmy Boyce, Bobby
Hart and David Gates,
founder of the group Bread.

•THE PSYCHEDELIC FURS
"The name was my antagonism toward
how narrow-minded punk was," says
Richard Butler of the Psychedelic Furs.
"I mean, it [punk] was supposed to be
anarchistic but it didn't leave enough
room for creative anarchy. And no
way was punk as creatively anarchistic
aspsychedelic music was. I think anything is psychedelic that opens your head.
It's anything that puts you ... somewhere
else. Ideally, I'd like to think we're
making people think a bit and
look at things from another
point of view."

Producing different
angles and shades of
disillusionment has
been the middle
ground for the
Psychedelic Furs
who originally
formed in 1977.
Their first single, ''We Love
You" was a
conscious parody of the Rolling
Stones' early twofingered salute to the
bastions of society. Within two years the band attracted a large following
and continue to do so with
their most recent and fifth
album, Midnight to Midnight, featuring the single
"Heartbreak Beat."
The Psychedelic Furs, with
special guest, The Call, will appear at 8 p.m. at the Bob Carr
Auditorium on July 26. Tickets
are $15 reserved and available
at all Select-A-Seat outlets and
the auditorium box office.

SEE MON KEES PAGE l 0
• WEIRD AL YANKOVIC
Parody master~ Weird Al Yankovic has one purpose in
life, "to slam a stapler against the forehead of American
pop culture." And with stapler in hand, Weird Al will
appear at the Orange County Civic Center as a special
guest of The Monkees July 23 at 8 p.m.
Known for his.musical satire, Weird Al has produced three albums: Weird Al Yankovic in 3-D, released in 1984 (which went gold in the U.S. and
Canada, selling more than a million copies
worldwide); Dare to Be Stupid, released in 1985
(which includes the singles "Like a Surgeon", "Girls Just Want to Have
Lunch," "I Want a New Duck," and
'ryoda"); Polka Party released last
year.
Tickets for The Monkees and
Weird Al are $16 and available
at Select-A-Seat outlets and
at the civic center. The
Monkees and Weird Al
will also perform on
July 28 at Ruth
Eckerd Hall in
Clearwater.
Call (813)
791-7400 to
reserve
tickets
for that
show.

Other
Concerts
• CAMEO, CLUB NOUVEAU AND THE SYSTEM
Will appear today in Tampa at
the Florida State Fairgrounds
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $16.50 at
the gate.
• BILLYIDOL
Will appear on July 25 at the
Lakeland Civic Center. Tickets are $15 and available at the
civic center box office and Select-A-Seat outlets.
• GREGG ALLMAN AND
BLACKFOOT
Will appear July 25 at 6 p.m.
at Water Mania, off U.S. Highway 192 east of interstate 4 in
Kissimmee. Concert included
in park admission, $10.50 for
adults, $8.25 ages 3-12.
• TOM PEITY AND THE
HEARTBREAKERS WITII
THE GEORGIA SATELLITES AND DEL FUEGOS
Will appear at 8 p.m. at the
Tampa Sundome on July 26.
Tickets are $1 7 and available
at Select-A-Seat outlets.
• RUN DMC AND THE
BEASTIE BOYS
Will appear on Aug. 8 at the
Orange County Civic Center at
8p.m.
• PATTI LABELLE
Will appear at the Tampa
Sundome on Aug. 8
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The Monkees' premier episode was well-received in comparison to Star Trek, which
debuted the same week. Praising their prime time antics one
critic called them "an almost
perfect replica ofThe Beatles."
Concerning the most expensive series of the time, Star
Trek, the critics were less
kind: "It won't work ... it was
an incredible and dreary mess
of confusion and complexities,"
said Variety September 14,
1966.
By the second week of November, The Monkees' first
album was the number one
best seller, surpassing The
Beatles' Revolver and The
Supremes' A Go Go. Their first
single "Last Train to
Clarksville," held the number
two spot on the singles chart
right under The Beach Boys'
"Good Vibrations."
Four months later, in January of 1967 the band released
their second LP More of The
Monkees which spawned two
hits "I'm a Believer," written
by Neil Diamond, and "Stepping Stone." At that time
Micky Dolenz performed the
lead vocals on their first three
hits.
The band·i;eceived criticism
in that they played no instruments on their first two chartbusting albums, but simply
provided the vocals. Nesmith
and Tork grew dissatisfied
with the lack of artistic freedom imposed and the direction
in which they were being typecast. Demanding to be allowed
to play instruments in original
material on their upcoming
album Headquarters, Mike
Nesmith called a press conference after punching a hole in a
Colgems executives door and
telling him "That could have
been your face!" Reluctantly,
Colgems agreed to some of

their demands.
The Monkees' Headquarters was a dramatic success
with the band playing their
own instruments on original
compositions. Mike Nesmith's
country-folk influences were
superbly developed in the cuts
"Sunny Girlfriend" and "You
Told Me." Peter Tork gained
legitimacy with "For Pete's
Sake" and the haunting ballad
"Shades of Grey." Micky
Dolenz's vocals on "No Time"
and "Randy Scouse Git" confirmed his voice as being the
definition of the psychedelic
genre. Davy Jones, whose
popularity caused another
British singer of the same
name to change it to David
Bowie, continued to court
young girls with his romantic
intonations.
Flower Power was in full
bloom during the "Summer of
Love."InJuneof1967 all three
of The Monkees' albums were
on the best sellers list. Making
history, Headquarters made it
to the number one spot on the
charts without any hit singles
being played on the radio. The
only other album to do that
was The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's
which was climbing the charts
at the same time. The Monkees outsold everyone that
summer as The Doors and Jefferson Airplane made their
debuts.
Pisces, Aquarius, Capricorn
andJone$LTD followed Headquarters in an even more psychedelic vain featuring "Pleasant Valley Sunday" which
questioned the status quo of
middle-class
suburbia.
Nesmith continued to fuse
country, folk and rock in his
ballad "What Am I Doing
Hanging 'round."
The Monkees took their
show on the road and featured
a promising guitarist whom
Dolenz had met in London
named Jimi Hendrix. The
crowds weren't ready for Hendrix and literally booed him

UC6

CINEMA
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Across from UCF
Tel · 277-1454

JAWS-THE REVENGE-PG-13

\:30 - 4:\0 - 7:0S- 9.40 P.M
ROBOCOP-R

2:00-4:00-6:00- 8:00- 10:00 P.M.
SNOW WHITE & THE 7 DWARFS-G

1:00- 3:00 - 5:00 - 7:00-9:00 P. .
INNER SPACE- PG

2:00-4:30- 7:30- 10:00 P,M.
ROXANNE-PG

2:15- 4:30 - 7:00- 9:45 P.M.
WORKING GIRL- NR

2:30- 4:30- 6:30- 8:30- 10:00 P.M.

ALL SEATS $2.75 before 5:30pm Sr.
Citizens and Children thru 11 $2.75 at
all times I students with 1.0. $3.75

.->C.8 UCKLE UP
Nicholson, The Monkees made
a feature film titled Head. It
was a surrealistic mixture of
self-parody and social commentary that proved to be
their swan-song.
By 1969 Peter Tork left the
band, tired of playing Ringo
Starr's American counterparty. Soon after, Mike
Nesmith left The Monkees and
formed a country flavored
group "The First National
Band" which had a moderate
hit "Joanne."
The M9nkees' decline was
marked by an attitude that 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - they were not really a legitimate rock band. However, history disproves this. Their finest albums, release between
1967 and 1968, consisted of
Headquarters, Pisces, Aquarius, Capricorn and Jones LTD
and The Birds, The.Bees and
The Monkees.
The concert with special
guest Weird Al Yankovic
• Great Salads
starts at 8 p. m.
The Monkees will also be
appearing live on The Electric
Lunch program with Susan
Stewart on WDIZ-FM from
noon to 1 p.m. on Thursday.

• Enormous Deli
Sandwiches
• Gourmet Specials
• Mouthwatering
Homemade
Cheesecake
• Live Entertainment
every Friday night
"THE BEST FOOD IN
TOWN!!"

OPEN: M-F 11 AM-MIDNIGHT SAT 6PM-MIDNIGHT
To Go Orders Gladly Accepted- - Call 677-4169
Located in the University Square Shopping Center on the comer
ofUniverslty Blvd. & Goldenrod Rd. Winter Park, Florida

otJN"f
oisc TRAVEL
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS-You, your spouse and dependant children can travel just
abou1 anywhere In South America , the Caribbean and Europe at DISCOUNT RATES •
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For Information Call: (800) 523-0517
In Florids Call: (305) 642-1370
Or Write to: 701 S.W. 27th Ave. M1am. Fl. 33135
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Appy Today Fo Your INTERNATIONAL STUDENT OEN'TITY CARO (l.S.l.C.)
A d Enjoy Student Discounts and Benefits World W.de When yo Tra110 .
I ·s the ONLY documen
1c:h gives lntemetlonally accepted proof o
your Bona Fide Student Status.
Holda s o~ t e l.S.l.C. are automatica y insu ed.

•
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Term Paper

FROM PAGE 12

WASTELAND

Save VourselfLeave it to Executive Support Centers, Inc.

..

EXECUTNE
SUPPORT

CENTERS, INC.

"I ran a deep nine pattern,"
Wilson said, "and he threw the
ball behind his back with a
perfect spiral and hit me on
stride at the 50-yard line. I
couldn't believe that he threw
that ball from behind his
back."
Wilson said the difference
between playing with UCF
and with the NFL is "the pros
are a lot bigger and faster."
He added the Redskins' cornerbacks are physically superior to college cornerbacks.
"Thecornerbackshavesuch
great technique," Wilson said.
"They are very aggressive even
without the pads on. If you
catch a ball up the middle, you
better get ready to take a lick."
"Vem on Dean [a Redskin
comerback] on my first day out
there was going to bump and
run. He nailed me good. I guess
that was my initiation to the
NFL."
Wilson currently is staying
with
his
parents
in
Zephyrhills, awaiting the Redskins' regular camp on July
26. Wilson said he is also waiting for his agent, Nick Kish,
who is also representing Sam
and Davis, to finalize a contract with the Redskins for
$75,000 to $80,000 a year.

In the meantime, \ ilson
has been working out e •ery
day to get in shape for camp.
The coaches gave Wilson a
training plan.
"They told me to ' orry
about my torso, legs, shoulders, and neck," Wilson said.
"Those are the parts that are
really going to take the shots.n
Wilson has been catching
passes daily from the
Zephyrhills High School quarterback, Orion Grant. "I help
him, and he helps me," Wilson
said.
Wilson has been lifting
weights three days a week in
45-minute sessions in addition
to running and catching
passes daily.
"I'm very athletic," Wilson
said. "I love to sweat. I just go
out and do it. n
Wilson is one class away
from receiving a degree in
business administration. "I'm
going to try to come back to
UCF in the spring if we're not
in the Super Bowl."
"Some day, I want to go into
some kind of business with
anybody."
Wilson said he knows one
day he will have to do something else besides football.
"I've never been hurt,"
Wilson said, "but the longer I
play, I figure one of those licks
might be coming my way."
"I'm going to play as long as
my legs keep me going. The
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also be two in the basketball area. Former
assistant coach Brent Wellman has accepted
the head coaching position at Gainseville High

01

Roode Futue.

22. 1987.11

Redskins couldn't believe I
hadn't had any serious knee
injuries."
Wilson said he owes a lot of
credit to UCF offensive coordinator and receiving coach Rick
Stockstill and quarterback
coach Mike Kruczek.
If it wasn't for those two
guys, I don't think I would
have gotten drafted. Coach
Kruczek said he played in the
NFL with the Pittsburgh
Steelers as a backup in the late
70's, and he told me I could
make the NFL."
"Coach Stockstill used to
throw balls to me after practice
any day I wanted. They helped
me develop confidence in my
hands and myself. That first
year they were there is the
year I caught 76 passes."
Wilson said his goals for this
year are to make the Redskins,
buy his parents a house and
have a Super Bowl ring, which
are big plans for a little receiver from a Division II footba11 school.
"All my life people have
been telling me I'm too small,
and I can't take a lick," Wilson
said. ''These days everybody
thinks you have to be big, but
the Redskins are just looking
for the guys who are willing to
work hard. That's why I feel
I'm going to make this team."
"I know for sure they're
going to have one more receiver. I'm going to be there."

School. In addition to being a basketball coach,
Wellman was also the Lady Knights tennis
coach. This change will bring about the third
t.Pnnir;; coach in as many years for the Lady
Knights.
The other change will be, of course, a new
head women's cager coach. A replacement for
Nancy Little has still not been named.
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Wilson showing promise with D.C. Redskins
Editor's note: This is the final part of
a three-part series dealing with former
Knights trying to make it big in the
NFL.

by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ted Wilson, UCF's all-time leading
receiver, is catching passes for the
Washington Redskins.
Wilson, who was drafted in the 10th
round, is one of three Knights trying
out for NFL teams. Tailback Elgin
Davis is trying out for the New England
Patriots, who drafted him in the 12th
round.
In the meantime, Aaron Sam represents UCF's first long-term, guaranteed contract player. He signed with
the Cleveland Browns as a free agent,
but he won't be able to play with them
for another year because of a knee injury suffered in the first practice of a
minicamp in May.
Wilson, who caught 156 passes for
2,433 yards and 21 touchdowns for
UCF (all UCF records), spent his May
minicamp in Herden Va., a 30-minute
drive from Washington, D.C.
"Minicamp was great," Wilson said.
"I learned a lot. It's totally different
from UCF."
Wilson said he spent much of his
time with the Redskins' superstars.
"I hung around George Rogers and
Kelvin Bryant," Wilson said. "They're
real nice guys. I also talked to Doug
Williams and Jay Schroeder. When
minicamp practices were over, they
stayed around to throw some of us
rookies the ball."
"I'm used to seeing these guys on TV;
now I'm playing with them. The first
couple of days of camp they seemed so
much better than me, but by the third
or fourth day, I realized that I can play
with these guys."
Wilson said the Redskins treated
him well from the start of the min-

... Former Knight and potential pro Ted Wilson makes a catches against Wofford
during last year's homecoming game.

icamp.
"When I first went to camp, I
thought they [returning players]
would be cocky," Wilson said. "But
from the first day, Bryant started telling me what to do to make the team."
Training camp also has its interesting stories.
Wilson said that one night Rogers, a
former Reisman Trophy winner from
the University of South Carolina,
showed him around Washington with
his Mercedes-Benz. He also showed
Wilson his $700,000 Washington
townhouse.
''Whenever you get to D.C.," Wilson

said, "everything is a fast life."
Wilson said he is impressed with the
Redskins' head coach Joe Gibbs, who
has made him feel at home with the
team.
"Gibbs is a very religious man, so he
doesn't yell or swear at you," Wilson
said. "He's a great guy."
"He told me, 'It's O.K if you drop
the easy pass. The great catches are the
hard passes to catch, so just 'concentrate on making the big catch. The
main thing is catch the ball. You can
have all the speed in the world, but if
you don't catch the ball, then we don't
move no where."'

Wilson said he is impres ed with
the capital city team's org nization. It
wouldn't surprise me if Washington
goes to the Super Bowl this ear.
They're always talking about beating
the Giants."
Wilson is confident that hi chanc
of making the Redskins are excellent.
"If I can stay healthy through the
pre-season," Wilson said, "there's no
doubt that I'll be there when September rolls around." Wilson said a lot of
people have questioned his ability to
make the NFL because of his small size
at 5-feet-11 and 175 pounds.
"Art Monk (Washington's All-Pro
wide receiver) is the only receiver bigger than me," Wilson said. "And I'm the
faste.s t receiver they've got."
Wilson said another reason why his
chances are good is because the Redskins use a lot ofreceivers. "The main
reason they drafted me was to return
kickoffs," Wilson, who expects to be the
Redskins' starting kickoff returner,
said.
"I'm pretty sure I'll get in and play
with the offense too."
Wilson said Bryant, a starter, told
him that ifhe wanted to make the team
to "just make sure you do what the
coaches ask you to do. Just show them
that you're interested."
Wilson also said he has to make sure
he runs his pass routes the right depth
and sharply enough.
"If the pass route says I've got to go
12 yards out, I've got to go exactly 12
yards out, not 11 and a half," Wilson
explains. "The quarterback takes certain steps and expects the receivers to
be exactly where the play calls the
receiver to be."
"You run you're route, and as soon as
you turn your head, the ball is right
there with a lot of velocity on it."
Wilson said Shroeder, the Redskins'
Pro Bowl quarterback, has the strong- •
est arm he has ever seen.
SEE WILSON PAGE 11

Bo's balk and "basebrawl"-so what gives folks?
Something strange has been going on lately in the
sports world, and I intend to find out what it is. There
must be a permanent full moon hovering over the professional baseball parks in the U.S. and Canada
because the players have lost all sense of rational
thought. In recent weeks, numerous fights have
broken out due to the pitchers throwing at the batters' heads.
I know that there is an unwritten rule that says
brush a batter back whe~ he embarrasses you, but to
take aim at ending a person's career (or even his life)
is ludicrous. TThis formula of"basebrawl" does nothing but add to the disabled lists of major league
baseball.
My proposed solution: Severe fines and suspensions for pitchers and the players who fight back.

reason: a longer sports life making more money with
a smaller chance of injury. Bo made the team in one
year and presently leads the Kansas City Royals in · •
home runs and RBI's.
So that's great for Bo right? WRONG! Bo decided
that he needed a hobby in the off-season playing
football. I can envision Lawrence Taylor or Wilber
Marshall giving Bo a bone crushing tackle and saying
This will make players on the bench think twice "hobby this." Hey Bo, if you want to take up a hobby, ·
before leaving to join in the melee. Wake up and be lick stamps or hunt, but don't take a spot away from ,
rational, pitchers. A moment's embarrassment is a kid out of college whose world is centered around
making the NFL. Bo, your indecision is taking somebetter than a lifetime ofregret.
Speaking of rational beings, what is going on (or thing away from a young man somewhere who does
wrong) with Bo Jackson's mind? Many experts ap- not possess your talent, but wants to play football as
plauded Bo for choosing baseball over football if he a profession. That "something" is an ability none of •
reached the major leagues in a short time. The us can afford to be without. The ability to dream.

Clark takes
over HS ball

Coaching changes churn UCF ranks;
football gains two, loses one in shuffle .

by John Devine

Stoff Report

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Torchy Clark, UCFs first
and winningest basketball
coach, has rejoined the coaching ranks to become Trinity
Clark
Preparatory
School's new
UCF, Xavier High School in
basketball coach.
Trinity, a private high Wisconsin and the Wisconsin
school located in G<>ldenrod, Flyers of the Continental Bashas had several ]ackluster kethal Association, leaves a
seasons in Class A. Last year definite mark on his teams
both physically and mentally.
Trinity was 15-9.
Clar will retain his teachClark, who had a career
ing
duties at UCF.
.800 winning percentage at

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With the 1987 football season right around
the comer, the Knights will be working on
plays, getting back in shape and what ever else
they need.
Coach Gene McDowell's boys will also be
adjusting. Adjusting to two new coaches UCF
picked up over the summer.
Gone from last year's 6-5 Knights is Doug
Carter. Carter was the offensive line coach. He
packed up and moved his stuff to Eastern
Kentucky, where he will take a similar position..
Replacing Carter, and instructing the line,
will be Paul Lounsberry. Lounsberry is coming
from a graduate assist.ant position at the Uni-

versity of Florida. He holds a master of arts
degree in mathematics education from '
Jacksonville University and a bachelor of arts
degree in math and physical education from ~
Simpson College in Indianola, Iowa.
In 1979, he became the head football coach
and athletic director at Westover High School
in Albany. He held that position until 1985.
Also coming to assist McDowell is Melvin •
Flourndy, who will be an assist.ant coach and ~
academic coordinator.
An academic all-American in high school .
(1973), Flourndy was also named as the best
defensive lineman in the 1977 Sun Bow].
FJourndy played for UF at the time.
In addition to the football changes, there will
SEE COACHES PAGE 11
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